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OUR REVELS NOW ARE ENDED: AND THESE
OUR ACTORS ARE MELTED INTO AIR, INTO

THIN AIR

The officials’ dinner (menu on
P.2) did at least come up with
the slogan “Popeye for Pope!”,
which message is to be spread
with all enthusiasm, since the
reign of Benedict XVI,
enthroned today, is unlikely to
equal that of his predecessor.
(“The Church does need a
shepherd, but not a German
Shepherd”). It was also clear
that to become an official, it
helps to be called Peter or
Richard - 4 of one, 3 of the
other, out of 38. Other
memories: the GM “airing the
dairy”; and Short An’, in a
plaintive voice, promising, on
behalf of all female hashers, to
remove her underwear as a
preliminary to marrying TO,
who stood in for all the males.
Indeed he stood for most of the
evening, as cantor to our
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ditties. Much debate about
what JMs actually DO: it
seemed that every past JM had
a different idea. The new ones -
two front runners, quipped a
wag - will spend much of their
time recruiting scribes.....
And so to Sunday. Stilton is
eager to give Made Marion all
the credit; the experts gave it to
Desperate Dan instead, in that
we ran his trail in reverse, or so
it was said. In which case he
laid a better trail than he has
been given credit for, since this
one, if a touch predicatable, and
definitely short on back checks,
was enjoyable, the right length,
through good scenery, and
energetic. (Which meant that
we were very strung out; the
expenditure of energy, whether
on an AGM run or not, is
bottom of the priority list for

Farewell to the departing
Committee! Listed for the last
time to your left! And, if you
will forgive him, farewell to the
“editor” of this sheet.
For three years you have put
up with FRB as a puppet part
of the Onsex act. Actum est;
there is no more. You have
come to the end of an auld
song. His most grateful thanks
for all your patience with his
rabbiting-on, his assumed
personae and strange voices.
Time for a new regime!
“My pen I give to her that
shall succeed me in this
pilgrimage, and such wit or
invention as came my way  to
any that can get it.”

some of our hashers.)
Well, where did we go? We
could see before we started that
it was a right-hander (from the
flour out and Stilton’s return);
but not that we would ignore
the little-used scene north of
the club and east of the A217.
No, we went resolutely south,
with Golden Balls much in
evidence as a front runner (and
thus returned to health: NOT
after all a walk-only RA as in
the last regime). We saw some
good things: a leafless tree
(dead?) with vivid red bark,
“standing stones” sculptures in
the school; and bluebells,
bluebells..... Dead End Charlie,
who led us home, insists that
this report should include the
Light Brigade in the Valley of

Death: “stormed at by shot and
shell, bravely they hashed and
well, not though the hasher
knew/ Someone had
blundered”.... did we ever run
into clay pigeon shooting!
After which we had a beer stop;
and then a dissident group,
inspired by Golden Balls (“What
IS he trying to prove?” mused
Popeye) decided to short cut
across the golf course (south of
the M25, for those keen on
detail). This included many of
our visitors, especially from Old
Coulsdon; but the purists
caught them before the On In.
(Your elderly ex-editor claims to
have solved 4 or 5 of today’s
 checks....)
And so the Circle. Beer to be
drawn from the bar, since those

in early were hareless. Bonn B
began as soon as Tosser was in
(last...); she called in such
returners as Flop Flop and
Vegetable Queen, and gave a
birthday toast to P.G.Tits (of
OCH3), after praising and
damning the hares in equal
measure. Tosser had named
Arfur Pint as a deputy RA, and
between the two of them they
punished almost everyone
present: very eloquent and
bright, a good challenge for
Golden Balls to follow.....
Full marks to the Village Club
for the imaginative spread for
lunch, the whole event well
arranged and prepared. And
now, folks please greet your
new editor, Vidal!
OFF OFF.... FRB
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1569 8-May Brummy Bird &Family Ockham (Swan)

1570 15-May Tosser Bagshot

Sat 21-May Icepyck Bognor

1571 22-May First-On/Low Profile The 30th!!

5-JUNE HAVANT BIKE RIDE, AT 10 AM!
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The Aim of this Newsletter:

“Well, I will scourge those apes,
And to these courteous eyes oppose a mirror,
As large as is the stage whereon we act;
Where they shall see the time’s deformity
Anatomised in every nerve, and sinew.....
                                    ......My strict hand
Was made to seize on vice, and with a gripe
Squeeze out the humour of such spongy souls,
As lick up every idle vanity”
(Every Man Out Of His Humour; Ben Jonson)

“Give ‘em words;
Pour oil into their ears, and send them hence” (Volpone)

A3 to Milford turn off (A283). Left at first  traffic lights. Right at
mini-rbt, left at once into Station lane. 1.8 miles: go over
X-roads. 1.4 miles: fork left along narrow lane. Right at
T-junction; pub is on left. Park tightly opposite pub on grass
verge.

As an alternative to the narrow lane, carry straight on at fork
and turn left at T-junction.

The Departing Editor

“Teach him to think for himself? Oh, my God, teach him
rather to think like other people!” (Mary Shelley)

The GM and Committee

Power should always be distrusted, in whatever hands
it is placed. (Sir William Jones, 1746-94)

The AGM Feast

                              We will eat our mullets,
Soused in high-country wines, sup pheasants’ eggs,
And have our cockles boiled in silver shells;
Our shrimps to swim again, as when they lived,
In a rare butter made of dolphins’ milk
Whose cream does look like opals. (The Alchemist)

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor: Dr.Death  peterf@jardine-logistics.co.uk


